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  Editor’s Note

Finally the idea which was conceived in 2011 has 
managed to become a reality, when I left the radio I 
knew the best was on the line to come, the end of my 
community broadcast career marked the beginning 
of the new era to the local media sector (in particular 
the print media sector). This has been marked by the 
birth of a magazine which is aimed at chang-
ing the PERSPECTIVE which the people 
of Middelburg look at things “PER-
SPECTIVE magazine”.
  Middelburg is at it. For a long time 
we have been defined by unemploy-
ment and drug abuse. We have been 
known as the centre of economic 
development of the province off Mpu-
malanga, with the mining sector, agri-
cultural sector and industrial growth which 
is from time to time viewed by many as benefiting 
people from outside this town more than it does to 
locals.
  Our history has been limited to a PERSPECTIVE 
that says “if you (as an employer) want things to go 
wrong, hire a Middelburg born young person.” This 
PERSPECTIVE came as a result of the activities wich 
happened  in the past by few Middelburg born em-
ployees who turned to neglect their duties as soon as 
they get paid their first wages till such a time when 
they have finished spending them (on booze), then 
they come back with the Dr’s note. We acknowledge 
that “while all this might have been true in the past 
they should not filter the present”.for todays genera-
tion also deserves a chance,  for “the future is more 
relying on the hope we build today”. Looking beyond 
the recent PERSPECTIVE I could boldly say “there 
are many lights inside the tunnel.”

  We saw Mpumalanga Black Aces bring-
ing their home games to Themba Senamela 
stadium during the dying days of their 
promotional league contest, which to me 
and many business minded locals we did 
not look at it as “just a soccer game” but po-
tential income generator through stalls and 
other possible service provision opportuni-
ties such as B&B’s security and so on. This 
year the stakes are much higher since they 
got promoted to the PSL, hope they return 
the favour for the support we gave them by 

continuing to bring their home games to 
this clean town of Middelburg.

This are some of the many 
opportunities taking part in 
this small and clean town of 
Middelburg.
Though the straggles still 
continues, we hang on the 

hope like the president has 
said “yinde lendlela esiyiham-

bayo’ but surely the end will be 
marked by Joy & Pleasure, if it hasn’t got 

to that, then is not the end.
  A big thanks goes to Anele Kunene who 
has managed to make it against all the odds 
for sharing her story with us as a cover story 
for our first edition, HR city for making sure 
this becomes and informative platform with 
their career development information and 
lastly “YOU” for taking your time to read 
this edition of PERSPECTIVE magazine 
as we hope it will impact your PERSPEC-
TIVE towards life positively.... “GO LOKILE 
AKERE.”

“The 
future is more 

relying on the hope 
we build today”.-“there 
are many lights inside 

the tunnel”

EDITOR

RADIKADI RASHILO
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  Motivational NOTE

Today is a fresh start from yesterday. When 
your feet hit the floor realise that yesterday is 
over, today its a brand new season. No mat-
ter how bad, good, confusing winter was but 
today its spring, a new day you have never 
seen. Today  you have power to make it and 
recommit  to new things.

As the new season begins, celebrate yourself 
and the uniqueness you were meant to be. 
Begin spring  with a prayer, laughter and 
peace. Carry the fragrance of inner beauty 
with you throughout this season. Let this be 
your season of total transformation. Let this 
be your season of communion with yourself 
and God. Let peace be your goal. Its time to 
put down those weapons, no more fighting 
with family, friends and foes. Now behold the 
lamb, the precious lamb of God.

Things that refused to change the previous 
season by any kind of force are bound to 
change this spring by prayer. You can switch 
off that stressed inner voice that keeps telling 
you to take charge, to expect  the worst and 
to be on your guard. Its time to listen to listen 
to your spirit. Be willing to experiment. Let  
opportunities and openings come your way. 
Your deepest intelligence knows much more 
about what is good for you than you realise. 
See if its voice is speaking to you.

Allow God to see you through. If you could 
give 1% of your time to God everyday, all day  
day, you ’ d be the most enlightened person 
this spring. Bear in mind and surrender all 
including yourself to Him.

God walks with you, He scoops you up in 
His arms or simply sits with you in silence 
strength until you cannot avoid the awesome 
recognition that  yes, even now, He is here. 
All God’s giants have been weak men who did 
great things for God, because they believed 
that God would be with them.

    

New  BEGINNING!
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  Political NOTE

A RELIGION 
INFLUENCING TODAY
WITH ACTIVITIES OF 
YESTERDAY
The new South Africa has managed to create a new perspective 
creating few opportunities, but change will take a little more than tendering.

In 1994 when South 
Africa went for its first 
poll to elect its first 
democratic president, to 
many it was expected to 
be marking the end of 
hardship suffered by the 
majority of the popula-
tion.
  It became clear that it 
was going to take more 
than just a few years to 
resolve those imbalanc-
es. Till today nineteen 
years after this historic 
activity I still believe 
“lack of education is de-
laying the development 
of this great country.
  I was listening with 
attention a documen-
tary on the movement 
called “Broer die bond”, 
a movement which was 
formed by the white 
Afrikaner community 
before they could get 
to governance of this 
country. The movement 
was a secretive move-
ment formed to prepare  
group members (com-
rades) to be ready if an 
opportunity can avail 
its self in government to 
take over.

  Apartheid was 
the worse govern-
ing system to ever 
govern South Africa. 
Acknowledging that 
as a country we have 
to guard against tak-
ing ourself through 
the same hard times 
without conscious. 
Lack of education is 
the worse thing that 
can hit a country in 
this modern days.
  While the move-
ment that formed 
apartheid was started 
more than a century 
ago, they had educa-
tion on top of their 
list for the group 
members.

  This goes to show 
that the importance of 
education is not a new 
thing, this is unless we 
opted to do away with 
everything from the 
previous governance 
without picking im-
portant lessons from 
their reign.
  We see today, leaders 
who are put to posi-
tions due to their abil-
ity to make the loudest 
noise, education has 
been sidelined. Do 
not get me wrong, but 
the truth is no sen-
ior manager with no 
qualifications will hire 
a qualified person, so 
is our political leaders.

  Education may fail to 
you cash but it can give 
you an alternative to 
cash, comrades leave 
school some at primary 
level to scout tenders 
and when they fail to 
materialise they  have 
nowhere to fall back to.
  Not meaning to be 
a “bloody Agent” but 
to put the facts on the 
table, due to tender-
ing over nineteen years 
we are still failing as 
the black community 
to take control of the 
economy because we 
still want to use the 
back door rather than 
the right one, which is 
education. 
  Robert Nester Marley 
aka Bob Marley when 
singing at the inaugura-
tion of Robert Mugabe 
in the 80’s said “Eman-
cipate yourself from 
mental slavery; none 
but yourselves can free 
your mind”. Pretending 
things are right wont get 
things right.
Let us arm ourselves 
with a positive thinking  
and get educated.

I still believe “lack of educa-
tion is delaying the develop-
ment of this great country.”



  Bloggers NOTE

                           the natural Woman!
                     She’s  joyful, peace-filled and grounded in the knowledge of who she really is. She will cry with you, 
                      pray for you  and move with you through the  challenges of life. She’s a natural woman.
               
                
                     A natural woman knows that life happens, and it happens without her supervision. A natural woman  
                     knows that God’s in control of everything and everyone in the process. A natural woman knows that 
                     God has a purpose for this process and a plan to ensure that her life will unfold with grace and ease.

                     A natural woman knows she’s been called into the life process 
                     not by  the might or whims of mere human beings; she knows
                     she’s been called by the love. A natural woman is summoned 
                     by love to perform special work. She’s dedicated to loving the
                     work of life.

                     When the work of a natural woman becomes difficult, even 
                     when she thinks  she cant make it, she knows stars shine in 
                     the darkness. A natural woman is a star. She doesn’t fear the
                     darkness of life. She is an act of God. She is an act of faith. 
                     She has something that others often lose; an identity. This 
                     identity cant be stolen or diminished by people, place or sit-
                     uations. The identity of a natural woman shines through her
                     eyes, falls from her tongue and blesses those she serves.

                     A natural woman  is forgiving , forgiven and forgivable. She
                     doesn’t make excuses. She knows yesterday died last night
                     and whatever shows up today is negotiable. Every morning a
                     natural woman rises in  a natural reaffirmation of love.

                     A natural woman is in touch with her inner vision. It makes 
                     her psychic. She can see beauty even in the midst of decay.. She 
                     sees life in the midst of death and faith is in the face of fear. 
                     She understands that giving birth to something new may be 
                     hard and painful, but she knows the miracle that will follow.

                     A natural woman senses the truth, and isn’t afraid to face it. 
                     Truth is her armour and never leaves her home without it.

                      www.basadiblog.wordpress.com 

                         
                  

                 

CONLEY ANNANDALE
PRODUCER & SOUND ENGINEER

071 871 5704
Cnr: Lillian Ngoyi and Cowen Ntuli street Middelburg MP
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CONLEY ANNANDALE
PRODUCER & SOUND ENGINEER

071 871 5704
Cnr: Lillian Ngoyi and Cowen Ntuli street Middelburg MP

SERVICES
#Professional studio recording

# Radio ad recordings

# Voice overs

# Mix & mastering

   # Studio musicians for hire

   # Social networking & 
    Media exposure 

   # Photo shoot & album cover design
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READY OR NOT?
As a teen it is a must, not just a 
recommendation to  discus this 
choice with your parent as they 
are your ultimate support.

PARENTING:

Ready or not: meet Nomathemba* a 16 years 
old teenage mom who told the Perspective team 
her story about being a teen mom.
   Upon her arrival I saw a fine young lady who 
might be tackling her matric in two years or so, 
only to find out that she is not even sure if it is 
still going to take her 5 years or 6 before she can 
face it.
  This is the harsh reality in the story of her life. It 
all started when Nomathemba* was doing grade 
10, every girl in her circle of friends had a boy-
friend except for her. Her friends started pres-
surising her to start dating, and at that time there 
was a guy called Vusi (25)* who was making a 
move on her, plus Vusi was driving a white VW 
Polo comfort line.

*Not real names-to avoid victimisation

  Our stories Heart to heart
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  Well before they could even date, 
Nomathemba* introduced Vusi* 
to her friends, immediately when 
he left they started saying to her 
“girl, guys like this one are worth 
keeping.” With the above in mind 
Nomathemba* started stressing 
and trying to find ways to keep 
Vusi* while on the other hand 
Vusi* did not mind at all.
  Cutting the story short, Vusi* 
picked on Nomathemba’s* fear of 
loosing him and brought up an 
issue of starting a family. a matter 
which Nomathemba* did not even 
entertain at first till Vusi* told her 
that he is grown  and prepared to 
start a family and at the age he is 
at, it is either she gives him a baby 
or he will get a baby with someone 
who is prepared.
   With the pressure mounting 
from Vusi* and her friends, with 
only 6 months into the relation-
ship Nomathemba* got pregnant 
with a baby boy “Lethu*” a baby 
boy who’s daddy was nowhere to 
be seen since his mum’s tummy 
started growing.
  Well according to Nomathemba* 
“Vusi has turned into an ATM, 
every time I call him he asks how 
much I want. Financialy we (I and 
Lethu*) have all that we want.” But 
what worries Nomathemba* is 
not money but their baby boy, She 
started crying when she got to this 
part of the story saying “she thinks 
it is unfair for a young boy to grow 
without a father.” Her hopes of a 
solid complete family unit disap-
peared when Vusi* decided to 
turn into an ATM leaving her with 
a burden of rasing a small boy 
child alone, now Nomathemba* 
fears not so long even the ATM 
will disappear. She says “thoughts 
moves into my mind on whether 
will I have the right answers as 
soon as he grows?’ Those thoughts

Make me feel a pain inside, thinking 
of how will I explain to him things 
like “wet dreams” and all that boys go 
through.
  When asked about the support she 
gets from her friends now, she said 
“our bond got broken immediately 
they saw I’m pregnant, ever since then 
they never came to see me, they do not 
even know Lthu*”. She started crying 
again and said “I thought i was ready 
but things got too much for me, I’m 
not sure if I’m from or to.”
  A baby can either bring joy or bitter-
ness especially if you are still a teen. 
Please make sure you decide well. 
   For those who happen to find them-
selves in a same spot as Nomathemba* 
do not give up as in yet, life is not all 
about doing the right things but more 
about how you move after making 
mistakes. So wake up, dust yourself 
and start working towards your future, 
by the way it is now about your future 
and that of your baby, what ever you 
choose affects him.

HOW TO 
GET UP AND 
DUST YOUR-
SELF

1. Get your 
parents suport 
back 
  2. Find a support 
group
  3.Get spiritual 
suport
  4. Get a school
  5. Remember now 
your budget has 
two people in it.
  6. If possible get a 
part time job
  7. Do not do the 
same mistakes
Once you master 
this seven you will 
soon get your life 
back and you will 
be a proud mom.  
   
       remember           
“winners always 
persist towards 
what they want 
at all time againt 
all odds...”

THE TIME

 IS NOW

*Not real names-to avoid victimisation

“Thoughts moves into 
my mind on whether will 
I have the right answers 
as soon as he grows?’
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  Our stories life story

Meet Anele Kunene(19) a teenager who likes to live her life like any other teen. She 
completed her matric at Sofunda secondary school in 2012. Her dreams amongst 
others is still to become a professional teacher. She is also a poet at her special 
time, she has rendered poetry at many poetry scions including at the local 
radio station Greater Middelburg fm.
  For her like any other teen who grows up with albinism, growing up in 
the small town of Mhluzi had a easier time coping with her sun sensi-
tive-skin and vision flaws than she did overcoming the social stigma.
  “Especially for the black albinos, the social consequences are dif-
ficult, I’m not physically black, not genetically white and not from a 
coloured family. You really walk in a line by yourself ” said Anele
  Because she has milky skin and bright yellow hair to go with her hazel 
eyes, Anele is subjected to endless stares and questions about her parentage. 
Schoolchildren and other people in the society call her “inkawu” while some 
goes to an instant of calling her “evil”.
  When speaking to Anele she said “I have passed through a lot of social rejections 
and the pain I have suffered makes me push for the next day with hope that happi-
ness is nearing, because I believe after every painful encounter there is a great deal 
of happiness reserved.’ “There is nothing you can do with people staring and teas-
ing. The task ahead is hard, but none of the problem is insurmountable,” Anele said.

“We pledge to 
treat people with 

albinoism with re-
spect and honour, to stop 

calling them names and re-
spect their rights as written 

in the constitution of 
this great country.”
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  Albinism prevents the body from producing 
pigment in the skin, hair and eyes. About one in 
20 000 Africans has a type of albinism. It occurs 

in races, but the incidence is higher on the black 
Africans according to the international Albi-

nism centre at the university of Minnesota.
  More than 1 percent of South African 

population caries the gene to produce an 
albino child.

  The term albino is originated from 
the Latin word for white. Some 

believe Noah was albino. The disor-
der is caused by the lack of the enzyme 

tyrosinase, which triggers the  biochemi-
cal process that darkens the skin, hair and 

light-gathering eye cells. 
  Vision problems includes, nearsightedness, 

inability to use both eyes at the same time, flicker-
ing eye movements, squinting and super sensitive 
to the light. Many albinos are unable to drive cars 
or play  sports. Lack of  pigment also makes albi-
nos vulnerable to sun burn and skin cancer.
   The are many organisation around the country 
formed by people of albinism to build self-esteem 
and encourage role models for albinos.
  Some of the members do not mind being called 
albinos, while others believe it promotes the a 
stigma and prefer being called people with albi-
nism.
This year like all the other years on the 22 of Sep-
tember is going to be “Albinism day” a day set to 
take time and learn a little more about this special 
group of people living with albinism.
   In celebration of that day can we make a pledge 
to treat people with albinism like we would like to 
be treated and make that a life time pledge
  Starting with the perspective team “we pledge 
to treat our brothers with albinoism with respect 
and honour, to stop calling the names and respect 
their rights as infringed in the constitution of this 
great country.”
It starts with you, then the person next to you and 
the one next to the one next to you. Together we 
can build a society that does not discriminate due 
to any form of disability.
  Keep your eye on www.basadiblog.wordpress.
com as well as our twitter and facebook page for 
details on activities about albinism taking place 
this month.

I AM AN ALBINO GIRL

I am an albino girl
  And yes I have white hair
I am an albino girl
  And yes I have a pale skin
In fact this is how I have always been
  My eyes don’t see clearly like yours
 Sure I might walk to the doors
  But that doesn’t matter
I know this wont let my dreams shat-
ter
  Because I have an insight imagina-
tion 
And when I do something there is 
never hesitation
  For those of you who judge me wrong 
And think just because of my disabil-
ity
   I might not belong 
Then your sadly mistaken
  Just because I’m  different 
Doesn’t mean I cant do things you can
  Doesn’t mean I’m stupid
And I’ll never have future plan
  For those  of you who pretend to like 
me
  Because you simply feel empathy
Well sorry but I don’t need your pity
  But thanks anyways
Try to like me for real during the next 
day
  I will show you how
And I’ll prove to you
  That there are many things i can do
And you know why?
  Because

I’M AN ALBINO GIRL=))))))))

“We pledge to 
treat people with 

albinoism with re-
spect and honour, to stop 

calling them names and re-
spect their rights as written 

in the constitution of 
this great country.”
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                                                           Did  You Know?
UN passes historic resolution  on the Rights of person with Albinism. On June 13, 2013 the United 
Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva adopted by consensus  a resolution sponsored by the 
African Group of Nations, which for the first time at an official international level, recognizes and 
addresses the attacks and discrimination people with Albinism face in many  countries. The historic 
resolution came about as a result of significant cooperation between the Somali Ambassador, His 
Excellency Mr Yusuf  Mohammed Ismail, key mber State led by The African Group, the UN office of 
the High Commissioner on Human Rights and Under The Same Sun.

Some of the resolutions the UN General Assembly, Human Rights Council came up with its public 
awareness-raising  campaign  which;

•	 Urges States to take all measures necessary to ensure the effective protection of person with albi-
nism, and their family members.

•	 Calls upon States to ensure accountability through the conduct of impartial, speedy, and  effec-
tive investigations into attacks against person with albinism falling within jurisdiction, and to 
bring those to justice, and to ensure that victims and family members have access tp appropriate 
remedies.

•	 Also calls upon States to take effective measure to eliminate any type of discrimination against 
person with albinism, and to accelerate education and public awareness-raising activities.

•	 Encourage States to share best practices in protecting and promoting the rights of a person with 
albinism.

•	 Requests the office of the United Nations High Commissioner of Human Rights to submit a 
preliminary reports on attacks and discrimination against albinos to the Human Rights Council 
at its twenty-fourth session.

•	 Invites States in collaboration with relevant regional and international organisations to promote 
bilateral, regional and international initiatives to support the protection of people with albinism.

•	 Invites relevant special procedures of Human Rights Council, as appropriate, in the framework 
of their mandate to address the relevant aspects of the safety and non-discrimination of  people 
with albinism.

•	 Decides to remain seized of the matter. 

In some parts of the world like Africa, people with albinism  are denied basic  medical care, employ-
ment 
and have been excluded from social activities because of the way they look.

Allen Little from the albinism Trust says that the trust is thankful that the UN is beginning to notice 
what has been going on and how some albinos have and are being treated. “We look forward to im-
provements in quality of life for people with Albinism who have been alienated or pursued in maca-
bre inhumanity just because they are albinos.  In New  Zeeland people with albinism live full, active, 
involved lives with many achieving as energised leaders and innovators but elsewhere in the likes of 
some African countries life is harsh  and things are vastly different.”

Read more on this at: www.underthesamesun.com

Watch video: www.youtube.com/utssfounder/ceopeterashaddressestheunhrcassemblyonalbinism       

NB: views on this article have been taken from www.rnzfb.org.nz  
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 WIN AIRTIME VOUCHER WORTH
              R120 (ANY NETWORK)      
To win, answer the following questions: 
1. Prine or Composite?
    Is the number 2438100000001 prime or composite? no calculators or computers 
    allowed.     

2. Clock Hands
    The minute hand of a clock is twice as long as the hour hand. At what time, between
     00:00 and when the hands are next aligned (just after 01:05), is the distance 
     between the tips of the hands increasing at its greatest rate?

3. Absolute Maximum
    The absolute value of a real number is defined as its numerical value without regard
     for sign. So, for example, abs(2)=abs(-2)=2
     
     The  maximum of to real numbers is defined as the numerically bigger of the two. 
      For example, max (2,-3)=max(2,20=2.
      
      EXPRESS:
      a. abs in terms of max
      b. max in terms of abs

4. Sum Of Fourth Powers
    The sum of three numbers is 6, the sum of their square is 8, and the sum of their 
     cubes is 5. What is the sum of their fourth powers?

5. Car Journey
    A car travels downhill at 72mph(miles per hour), on the level at 63mph, and uphill 
    at only 56mph. The car takes 4hours to travel from A to town B. The return trip 
    takes 4hours and 40minutes.

     Find the distance between the two towns.

6.  271 
  Write 271 as the sum of posituive real numbers so as to maximize their product.

  
Inbox us your answers on our facebook page (perspective maga-
zine) or e-mail admin at basadimagazine@gmail.com. Closing 
date: 30 October 2013         



IS YOUR 
HOME 
SAFE 24 
HOURS A 
DAY???
THE PERSPECTIVE TEAM 
SPOKE TO “TSW SECURITY”’ 
MIDDELBURG’S FIRST BLACK 
OWNED SECURITY SOLUTION 
COMPANY.

If security is one of your concerns then this article 
is for you.
  Let us introduce you to TSW security, the company 
that took your safty concerns and made them their 
concern, they specialises in protecting your house 
and business.
  The Perspective team was lucky to have found the 
owner at their head oficeses who in return took them 
on a tour to see world class equipment used by TSW 
security. One thing we should tell you is that the 
equipment used by TSW is the same as the one used 
by the top four banks in South Africa.
  TSW has broken the culture of alarm monitoring 
industry by making sure their main office is accessi-
ble when ever matters gets to a point where a phone 
can not come with a solution.

  Well like many others I was at one point 
or another a victim of buying alarm system 
over the phone., Then later when it started 
to give me troubles the only contact I had 
was for a receptionist who is clueless when 
it comes to matters relating to the alarm 
system and requested me to write a fault 
report e-mail which she is not even sure 
when it will be attended to. this to the best 
of us resulted in security contracts being 
cancelled and leaving our properties vul-
nerable.
  Only if I had known by TSW then I would 
have taken a contract with them because 
their head office is stationed in Mathaileni 
in Mhluzi. This gives their clients an op-
portunity to address their concerns directly 
with the head office and avoid breakage in 
communication.
  One other point that maybe I should have 
started with is that their prices are reason-
able. I was impressed to hear that you can 
protect your home from as little as R250-00 
per month  for 24/7 protection
  Either your asleep, at work or on a vaca-
tion TSW is like your guardian angel to 
make security the last thing to worry about.
  As  the festive season is nearing I would 
recommend you call them and hear how 
they can help you with the safety of your 
house.
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  Style Make over & beauty

                       How To Do Your Eyebrows
                     5 Steps to groom your eyebrows perfectly

              Step 1                                 Step 2
           

         
                      Measure: a line from the base             Draw: Use a sharp brown pe-  
                    of your nose to your nose to                ncil to draw in your desired  
                    your inner brown line  and                  shape. It should follow your
                    mark it. Then slant across the              natural brow shape. Brows
                    center of your eye for the arch.            should be at their fulest at the
                    Measure past the outer corner             inside edges, and thin outwa- 
                    of the eye to where you brow               rds the outer corners of the   
                    should end.                                             eyes

           

                  Step 3                                   Step 4                               Step 5                               
      

                  
                   Tweze: Use good quality slant-           Shape: Use an old mascara br-         Define: finish off with a sti-
                    edged tweezer to remove stray             ush to brush your brows into a         ff, slanted brush with eye-sh  
                    hairs that are outside the mar-             neat shape. Its important not            adow. Using the brush and      
                    kings you’ve made. To define               to overpluck your brows. Stray         shadow will give you a natu-
                    the arch of your brows, tweeze            airs can always be brushed                ral look. Use the brush with-
                    hairs from just below where                 into place.                                            out the eye-shadow, or you      
                                                                                                                                                    can use the brush  and shad-       
                                                                                                                                                    ow without the pencil.
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  Our life Young and Ambitious

                                                      Njabulo Nhlapo [23]
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  Style Make over & beauty

                       How To Do Your Eyebrows
                     5 Steps to groom your eyebrows perfectly

              Step 1                                 Step 2
           

         
                      Measure: a line from the base             Draw: Use a sharp brown pe-  
                    of your nose to your nose to                ncil to draw in your desired  
                    your inner brown line  and                  shape. It should follow your
                    mark it. Then slant across the              natural brow shape. Brows
                    center of your eye for the arch.            should be at their fulest at the
                    Measure past the outer corner             inside edges, and thin outwa- 
                    of the eye to where you brow               rds the outer corners of the   
                    should end.                                             eyes

           

                  Step 3                                   Step 4                               Step 5                               
      

                  
                   Tweze: Use good quality slant-           Shape: Use an old mascara br-         Define: finish off with a sti-
                    edged tweezer to remove stray             ush to brush your brows into a         ff, slanted brush with eye-sh  
                    hairs that are outside the mar-             neat shape. Its important not            adow. Using the brush and      
                    kings you’ve made. To define               to overpluck your brows. Stray         shadow will give you a natu-
                    the arch of your brows, tweeze            airs can always be brushed                ral look. Use the brush with-
                    hairs from just below where                 into place.                                            out the eye-shadow, or you      
                                                                                                                                                    can use the brush  and shad-       
                                                                                                                                                    ow without the pencil.

MANAGING DIRECTOR, MC, ARTIST MANAGER, EVENTS 
MANAGER, USHER, SPEAKER: M&M & N&N  PRODUCTIONS. 
ORGANISER: MIDDELBURG YOUTH INTERDOMINATION 
FELLOWSHIP

WHAT DO YOU HATE AND LOVE MOST ABOUT 
YOU?
I hate  the fact that I’m impatient sometimes.
I love the fact that I’m self motivated and deliver to my 
promisees

DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL TALENTS?
Lol,few people know that I’m a good goal keeper, so ya 
that is my special gift.
WHATS YOUR FAVOURITE BRAND OF FRA-
GRANCE?
Aramis
HOW DO YOU GIVE BACK?
i do the organising tasks at youth interdom,  I organise 
their activities for free.
WHO IS YOUR ROLE MODEL?
Pastor Fani Mahlangu and Mr M Masemola whom I 
also treat as my mentors.
HOW DO YOU UNWIND?
If i do get time to unwind, i spend it with my family 
sharing some good laughter
WHAT MAKES YOU BLOOD BOIL?
Negative minded people
WHAT’S YOU FAVOURITE HOLIDAY DESTINA-
TION?
Nelspruit lowveld
WHATS YOUR SECRET INDULGENCE ?
Wired but I love chocolates
WHAT ARE YOU FUTURE PLANS?
Seeing my business expanding and helping more young 
people reach for their goals,most of all putting our 
city on the map. “When god is with us, who can stand 
against us?



                               

                               ON THE JOB MARKET           
                         

his is the first article in a series which we will be bringing you to prepare, enter and prosper in the 
job market.

HOW TO SEARCH AND FIND THAT RIGHT JOB?
Before you start searching for a job, it is important that you consider and identify job options that 
match your needs, skills and experience. To identify suitable jobs you may also wish to consider 
wages, required education and skills levels, actual tasks involved in the job and working hours.

Jobs with good prospects
Collins English Dictionary defines a prospect as “a probability of future success.” Another important 
factor to consider while searching for jobs is to look at the future prospects of the job. If a certain job 
has poor prospects, it may be harder to find work in that area.

Job prospects vary due to several factors:
•	 Employment growth
•	 Unemployment and vacancy trends
•	 Whether there are skill shortages for the occupation
•	 The number of people changing jobs but not changing occupations
•	 The number of people leaving the occupation.

Useful tips to get that job:
•	 Browse all media for job advertisements, i.e. newspapers, journals, internet, databases, websites 

etc.
•	 Try to get hold of in-house magazines, newspapers or newsletters of companies.
•	 Chat with people and listen carefully at all social occasions and meetings. Try to establish if any 

job opportunities exist that people know of.
•	 Get in touch with a valid and professional recruitment agency (like HR CITY). Phone them to 

find out if, at the moment, they have any vacant positions matching your skills and qualifications.
•	 Call the company you wish to work for and find out if they have any vacant positions available – 

preferably speak to the Human Resources Manager.
•	 Have your resume (Curriculum Vitae) neatly typed and updated at all times, both in hard copy 

(printed) and soft copy (Stored in a retrieval system)
•	 Subscribe to an e-mail provider for your e-mail service. Ensure that the e-mail address you regis-

ter is formal. (NEVER use funny names such gorgeousgirl@provider.com  or niceguy@provider.
co.za). Should you wish to register for a free e-mail service, consider such providers as Gmail, 
Webmail, Yahoo etc which provides free e-mail services.

•	 Subscribe to job alerts from the employment search providers for job updates of your choice. You 
can try www.indeed.co.za, www.bestjobs.co.za, www.careers24.co.za, Jobmail, Pnet etc.

In our next article we will be focusing on “How To Apply For A Job.”
Compiled by: Jones Mahlangu, HR/IR Practitioner, HR City (jones@hrcity.co.za)
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  Our life Careers

           Dietician/nutritionist is
                     a health professional qua-
                     lified to provide practical 
                     information to promote 
                     healthy eating and help in 
                     the teatment of diseases.
                     Dieticians use the most up 
                     to date public health and 
                     scientific research on food
                     health and diseases, which 
                     they translate  into practi-
                     cal guidance to enable 
                     people to make appropri-
                     ate lifestyle and food cho-
                     ices. They apply knowled-
                     ege of food, nitrition and 
                     other related discipline 
                     such as biochemistry,
                     physiology and social
                     science to promote health,
                     prevent diseases and aid in 
                     the management of illness.

                      Work Activities
                     *Engaging with patience 
                       and assessing thier needs.
                     *Developing diets that pat-
                       ients are able to adopt                 surgery or serious injuries to                   community setting            
                       into their dialy lives.                   ensure  they continue to reci-       Working hours-mainly office 
                     *Determinining appropri-           eve the nutritions they need.                          hours Monday-Friday
                       ate dietary modification          * Helping athletes achieve their       Location-mainly in large cities 
                       needed to promote                     sporting goal through good                            or town throughout
                       health or treat disease and        nutritional practices.                                        the country.
                       formulate an appropriate        * Maintaining  and advancing          Opportunities of self employ-
                       treatment plan.                            professional knowledge and           ment-increasinglymore like as
                     *Treating patients whose             keeping up with technical and                  opportunities to do free-
                       symptoms are triggered             clinical progress in order to                      lance work exist.
                       or increased by eating par-        offer clients the best treatment
                       ticular foods.                               available.                                           TYPICAL EMPLOYERS   
                     *Working with local com-        * Formulating practical dietetics      *Public and private hospitals
                       munity groups to encou-           advice and resources by inter-       *Locan and health centers
                       rage healthy eating and to         preting from a variety of                 *Children Services
                       improve  cooking skills,             sources.                                              *Prisons
                       taking acoount of different                                                                    *Residentail & day care homes
                       cultural and social attitudes     Work  Conditions                              *Manufacturing Industries          
                       to food and drinks.                   Travel-can be regular during      
                     *Supporting people who are                  the working days, espe-        For more info: 
                       unable to eat after major                       cially if working in a             www.gradireland.com
         
           

                Dietician
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          Why is dieting so unhealthy?  
Diets usually involve eating only certain foods or severely limiting how much you eat. If you 
deprive your body of essentail nutrients and enough food for energy, you will feel tired and will 
get sick more easily.

Yes, dieting can make you fat. Plus your body will think  there is a famine and try 
and store fat, so it will become more difficult for you to lose weight.

BEWARE                                                                                            STAY AWAY FROM
If  you use too many diuretics and                                                                Quick weight loss diets 
laxatives too often, they change the                                                              Fad diets
chemical balance in you body.                                                                       Diets pills
Eventually, you become sick and                                                                   Diuretics
unhealthy.                                                                                                            Laxatives

 WRONG REASONS TO DIET                                           RIGHT REASONS TO DIET
Because everyone is doing it.                                                                A doctor has instructed  you  for
Because you think you are fat.                                                              medical reasons.
Because you want to be thin.
Becausebyou will like to be thinner.

Have you noticed that diet 
pills always advise you to fol-
low a balanced 
eating programme?
A healthy balanced diet means eating the right foods, 
in  the right amount everyday. The right amount
depends on your age, size, activity level and metabolism.

Remember
There is no right or wrong body shape or size. There is only the natural shape for your 
body because you are a unique person. If you feel that you are fat and think you need 
to lose weight, find a sympathetic health care practitioner to talk to and ask for advice.   



 Health Dr’s say
                      
                                

diabetic solutions
What is Hypoglycemia?                                      

                             
                   Living with diabetes, you may experience what’s commonly referred to as “low.” If your child has 
                     diabetes he or she may experience a low. This is a state where blood glucose -the sugar in your blood
                     -falls below normal range. The medical term for this state is hypoglycemia. You may also hear it ref-
                     erred to as a low blood sugar, hypo, an insulin reaction or insulin shock. Even when you’re doing all 
                      you can to manage your diabetes, you may experience a low.

                     No matter what type of diabetes you have, its important to recognize the signs and symptoms of  
                     hypoglycemia, know how to correct it , and just as important, always be prepared to correct it. If you
                     have a child with diabetes, its essential you and those most often around you child to know how to 
                     help your child correct a low.
        
                     Usually people experience low blood sugar in its mild form and feel a few mild symptoms like dizzi-
                     ness, headaches and shakiness. Hypoglycemia, however, can also be experienced in its severe form    
                      where you are unable to eat or drink carbohydrates and need the help of another person. Severe 
                     hypoglycemia can be life threatening. At these times being prepared for a lowe can be life saving.

                     How  To  Correct  A  Low  Blood  Sugar  EPISODES :
                     step1: Check your blood sugar_if you feel symptoms of a low blood sugar, if your blood sugar is 3.9
                                mmol/L OR bellow correct it. You’re always better to risk your blood sugarbeing a little high
                                temporarily tham risk a low.
                     
                     step2: Eat 15 to 20 grams of pure glucose or another food containing carbohydrate._The best way to
                                correct mild or moderate low  blood sugar,according to the American Diabetes Association, is
                                to take 15 to 20 grams of pure glucose that you get from glucose tablets, glucose gel or liquid.
                                If you do not have glucose, you can correct by consuming 15 to 20 grams of food or beverages
                               containing carbohydrate such as juice, regular soda. skim milk or hard candy.
 
                     step3: Wait  15 minutes and then check your blood sugar again_ It takes about 15 minutes for the
                                 pure glucose to raise your blood sugar. If your blood sugar has risen within your target range,
                                 you can likely resume your activities. If your blood sugar is still too low, eat another 15 to 20 
                                 grams of pure glucose or carbohydrate and check again in15minutes.

                    step4: Consider eating a snack if your next meal is one or two hours away_Your body’s response to 
                               the glucose you consume is short-lived about 2hours. Check you glucose again about 60miutes
                               to know if you need more to keep your blood  glucose in your target range.  
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social networks can enrich one social life, especially for those separated from family and friends by 
long distance and only have networks such as facebook to stay in touch despite the obvious physical 
separation. Or they can destroy flourished friendships and irreparable damage to ones life by silly 
posts, tag or status update.

If you think about it, we are kinda spoilt for choice when it comes to the availability of various Social 
networking sites at our disposal, that I fear  it is negatively affecting our ability to communicate with 
each other and face to face conversations are rapidly being replaced by the likes of MySpace, twitter, 
WhatsApp, monster, windows live messenger, yahoo messenger and facebook etc.

It is scary and funny how facebook can negatively affect relationships, by one silly gesture of chang-
ing ones relationship status update from being ‘engaged’ to ‘its complicated’ to ‘single’ ( even worse if 
that is how you found out that the relationship is no more*ouch!*) or being tagged in a picture that 
in my opinion should not be on facebook at all. We all know what pictures Im talking about.

These days depending on your lifestyle, everybody is affiliated with one or the other social networks 
on the market, be it for career building, business reasons or just to catch up with you kindergarten 
teacher. And since more and more people are joining facebook, I thought why not share the 10 com-
mandments of facebook, because we think we can blame all the negative things said about facebook 
when the fact remains that we are the ones to blame, we arte the ones using facebook not the other 
way around.

So to make sure our overall facebook usage continues to be pleasant one, here are the 10 command-
ments of face book.......... 

10. Thou shall not........have faceless facebook profile picture. 
      FACEBOOK  profile pictures must be mandatory when signing up, I think! Plus having a faceless                         
      picture is creepy, makes me wonder if you are who you say you are before I ‘accept’  you into my          
      world. If you are not a CiD or a sniper, you have no excuse. 
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9. Thou shall not.......have facebook and never communicate with others.
    What is the point really? There should be a multiple choice questioner creating a facebook ac- 
    count and should read;
    What is your sole purpose for using facebook?
      A)to communicate and catch up with old friends
      B)to make new friends
      C)to spy on others lives and update everyone else who cares to listen
      D)BOTH A AND B,  those who choose C must be denied acess ....finish and klaar! 

8. Thou shall not.....post or tag friends in creepy, naked or incriminating photos.This is what your 
     dusty photo album or scrapbook that you keep hidden is for, not the internet. Because prospec-
      tive employers are increasingly looking at facebook pages.

7. Thou shall not.....poke, super poke, any kind of poke!  

6. Thou shall not......stalk your ex boyfriend or girlfriend. Besides being unhealthy for you soul, it is  
     not healthy period!

5. Thou shall not.......update us with lies!
     We are adults here, well most of us are anyway. We all know life is not bliss 24/7/365. Status up-
     dates that read; ‘life is good’ I can relate  but ‘LIFE IS PERFECT’’??Come on ,who are you fooling?

4. Thou shall not....use ‘like’ inappropriately.
     Come now, this is common sense and goes without coaching. If somebody posts a sad status up-
     date eg. ‘my dog died this morning’ and you ‘like’ -this makes you a senseless person.

3. Thou shall not.....IGNORE inbox message.
    If you are busy at least tell the person and mention  that you will get back to them on the soonest

2. Thou shall not.......update your status if you have nothing to say.
     
1. Thou shall not.......befriend your friends partner without notifying them first.           
  

****bonus****thou shall not complain about my facebook everyday!
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